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Confidentiality Agreement
This agreement is to acknowledge that the information provided by GTD
Outreach International in respect to its charitable activities described in this
document is confidential; therefore, anyone reading this plan agrees not to
disclose any of the information in this business plan without the express
written permission of the board of directors.
It should also be acknowledged by the reader of this business plan that
exposing the information furnished in this document, other than information
that is in the public domain, may cause serious harm or damage to the
organisation’s charitable operations. Thus, should be kept in the strictest
confidentiality.
Upon written request, this document is to be returned accordingly.

Signature

Name

Date
This is a business plan for GTD Outreach International. The presentation of
this plan does not imply an offering of securities.
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Introduction
This business plan relates to the charitable activities of GTD Outreach. The purpose of this plan
is to lay out a clear and decisive path of action in order to achieve sustainable and successful
charitable collaboration with stakeholders in the not-for-profit sector and to simultaneously
create, maintain frequent returns on adopted charitable model. This plan is laid out as per the
table of content and it is self-explanatory. However, this document is confidential and has
been made available to the trustee of the organisation strictly on the understanding that its
contents will not be disclosed or discussed with third parties except for the organisation’s own
professional advisors.
Forward-looking projections and statements in the plan are based on the compiler’s
experience and are for illustrative purposes only.
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Executive Summary
GTD Outreach is endorsed by the United State Charity and Not-for-profits Commission
as a charity with an entity subtype, advancing social or public welfare and public
benevolent institution. The organisation was founded in 2015, with one fundamental
objective - To empower people who are disadvantaged, marginalised and vulnerable to
poverty in United States and the West Africa region.

The trustees are driven by the view that providing the basic need for life such as clean
water for communities suffering from extreme water poverty is the foundation towards
breaking the cycle of poverty. It believes that water is more precious than gold. It’s the
essential ingredient of our life, our culture, our history, and our future. And therefore,
every child on our planet should have access to clean drinking water.
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The current charitable objective of the organisation is to provide relief aid for
communities suffering from extreme water poverty in the West Africa region through its
borehole project.
GTD Outreach has selected Udo community in Edo-State, Nigeria, as the first
beneficiary of its borehole project. Currently, there is no drinkable water in Udo
community and children are dying of epidemic diseases caused from drinking dirty
water. The community needs at least 10 GTD Outreach’s borehole to end its water
crisis.
The construction of borehole in the Udo community will be GTD Outreach’s first major
project. It is estimated that $10,000usd is needed to complete the first borehole.

The execution of the first borehole project is a test case for the organisation in its
resolve to fulfil its charitable objective in the Udo community and beyond. Thus,
becoming a point of reference, as well an opportunity to appreciate the task ahead and
the learning curve it offers the trustee board, as it seeks to expand its operations locally
and Internationally.

In a bid to achieve long lasting charitable success and improve the base of the

organisation in the non-for-profit sector, GTD Outreach shall invest in awareness
activities that reveal the objectives of the organisation to the target market in a
professional and engaging manner. The organisation shall invest in SEO optimisation
and awareness campaigns with the capacity to equip GTD Outreach services for
acceptance in the non-for-profit sector. This shall be achieved through promotions on
social media, participation in expo events, ad on print media, networking, referral
awareness etc. The management of GTD Outreach shall combine both online and
offline awareness efforts to create effective awareness about the charity while
maximising opportunities for greater community reach.
In order to keep the books balanced, GTD Outreach would employ the services of an
audit firm to perform professional organisation audit, payroll and provide other services
needed to assist in setting achievable long-range strategic goals for the organisation.
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The ultimate purpose of this business plan is to develop a laconic working plan for
effective operations and reveal in detail, the activities of the organisation towards
achieving long lasting relationship with communities.

GTD Outreach’s core values are driven by the desire to set a standard of quality
satisfaction among the communities while operating ethically through collaborations
and relationship with other valued charities in the not-for-profit sector. GTD Outreach is
governed and managed by a team of experienced and dedicated Trustees.

IV. Mission Statement


throughout United States and developing countries around the world with a
focus on youth, families and people living with disabilities.



Goal



To empower and provide relief aid for people living in extreme poverty in the
West Africa region through the provision of clean drinking water



To improve the health, development, learning and wellbeing of Indigenous
United States children.
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Continue to successfully manage and grow GTD Outreach’s brand while
expanding into other complimentary markets in the not-for-profit sector.



Develop mechanism that support professionalism, satisfaction and wider market
reach.

V. Aim


To make a positive impact in people’s lives by helping them meet basic
needs and strengthen their support system.



To create market awareness and increase demand for GTD Outreach
charitable services.



To create further awareness around the corporate existence of the
organisation and its core competence in providing the market with charitybased services.



To engage impactful awareness tools and position the organisation as a
premium brand of choice to targets.



Employ strategies to expand market reach locally through associations and
participations in not-for-profit conferences and expo.

VI. Objectives
Objectives


To cultivate and safeguard the legacy and growth through careful yet daring
future planning and execution, allowing the organisation to reach new heights of
operational excellence and base expansion.



To ensure timely execution of GTD Outreach’s growth plans through intended
efforts to develop the services into a household brand in the global market.



To attract, maintain and expand service base in the industry.



To engage in alliances with a view to expose GTD Outreach to fundraising
opportunities.
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Financial Objectives


Increase revenue annually.



Review financial activities quarterly.



Increase streams of revenue via diversification and operational expansion.



Prepare financial statements in accordance to ACNC accepted accounting
procedures.



Ensure adequate and effective internal controls are installed and maintained to
ensure security of financial assets.

Awareness Objectives


Engage in awareness efforts that propels market reach.



Expand awareness area (locally).



Offer incentives to efforts that drive referrals to GTD Outreach’s service.



Execute awareness plan professionally.

VII.

Keys to Success

GTD Outreach recognises that success in nonprofit is based on unconditional
commitment and focus on transforming goals into communal reality. Being an
organisation with the commitment to proffer solution to needs through helping people
and changing lives; it is a believed that the most important factor that defines success
is value. As a result, we will continue to uphold our values. Other factors include;


People’s satisfaction.



Aggressive

awareness

through

SEO,

social

awareness

and

targeted

advertising.


Recruitment of experienced and committed workforce.



Lowering overall costs.



To become an active and ethical member of not-for-profit community.



To build and maintain high reputation for excellence in the industry.
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Availability of trained, enthusiastic, passionate and knowledgeable personnel
with answers to needs.



Need for sufficient capital to run projects.



Increase success rate through adherence to strategic plans, effective
communication, satisfaction and management of financial plans in accordance
to its corporate goals.

VIII.

Governance

Organisational Structure: As the organisation grows, the structure will be revised and
expanded. As of the start of this plan, the Board of Directors delegates day-to-day
running of GTD Outreach to the CEO, Samuel Iyoha.
Roles
1. Monitoring/Evaluation
2. Risk Management
3. Fundraising/Income generation
4. Administration
5. Events management
6. Marketing/Media
7. Volunteer Management
8. Legal Matters
Additional roles will be created at any given time, to meet the needs of the organisation
as and when necessary.
IX. Performance Monitoring
Performance evaluation is necessary for effective and efficient management of projects
and the organisation as a whole.
a. It is the means by which we can assess weather our strategies are working
b. We are delivering our message and championing the cause of our target
beneficiaries
c. And whether we are achieving our overall vision, mission and purpose.
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In order to be efficient and effective in what we do, we have put in place specific
measures to help us constantly evaluate our performance, identify areas of weakness
for correction and improve on deliverable targets.
To monitor on-going and project specific performances, it’s important to always clarify
and establish before its commencement:
a. The scope of the particular project undertaking
b. Outline the objectives of the project
c. Time limits or state the project execution duration
d. The specific persons responsible for each task
e. Project estimates or budget for the cost of delivering the service. Where a
project is for the raising of funds, the expected expenditure and income to be
generated from various target groups.
f. Expected outcomes on completion of the project
g. Processes and person to have the responsibility to investigate any exceptions,
i.e. shortfalls, below expectation delivery or over delivery performance outcome.
h. Report with impact to board of directors and any major partner or sponsor of a
given project.
The above measures form the basis of the charity’s performance monitoring
procedures. The standard with which actual performances are measured against to
assess the effectiveness or efficiency of project executed
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Strategy &
Implementation Summary
GTD Outreach would rely on multiple strategies to grow its market share. The first is
superior service. The organisation shall prioritise fostering quality relationship with
target communities in the not-for-profit sector and activate measures needed to
leverage on its network of value to attract stakeholders locally and globally.
The organisation’s strategies shall utilise the following elements:


Leverage - Gained via communicated benefits and guaranteed satisfaction.



Communication – develop an end-end mechanism that addresses feedbacks.



Efficiency – Design the best of operational structure for mutually beneficial
relationship with the target market.



Risk Management – Identify potential risks by preventing operational disruption
and providing solutions to minimise interruptions.

Strategy &
Implementation Summary
Written by ST Consult
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Continuous Improvement – Engage in continuous review of feedbacks and
strive to assist in the most professional manner.



Collaboration - Establish a community and maximise opportunities to drive
growth locally and globally.

Additionally, the organisation plans to use direct and relationship selling to reach its
target market. These channels are most appropriate because of the embedded
capacity to maximise time/space, reduce capital requirements and fasten access to
established awareness networks.

X. Awareness Strategy Summary
GTD Outreach would concentrate on both short and long-term awareness strategies.
Short-term awareness strategy would help to bring about boost in brand development
and market awareness in the industry while the long-term plan caters for measures to
be put in place for growth, expansion opportunities and diversification of revenue
streams.
However, brand awareness would be the most challenging part of the awareness
strategy needed to promote the brands of GTD Outreach in the marketplace. This is
due to the complexity of the activities connected to building brand affinity with
stakeholders in the industry. It is imperatively important to communicate the brand
without falling into the stereotypes of failed awareness experiments. Therefore, the
management board may need to enlist the services of a PR firm to help promote the
quality of the service professionally. The organisation may also need to develop an
awareness program that creates a branded image edge over competitors.
GTD Outreach shall maintain a moderate level of focus on flyers, posters and outdoor
ads geared towards attracting prospective donors in the operating environment. These
traditional advertisements include distribution of promotion materials in controlled
circulation publications and industrial events. Online promotional Ads/awareness on
the social media and relevant online platforms are core towards achieving success in
this realm.
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Finally, Fairactioo would register with online directories so as to be visible when
searches are made online (via sites like Google, Yahoo, etc.). In summary, the
organisation shall engage both on-site and online awareness campaigns in order to
achieve wider market reach. The awareness strategy is based on the need to generate
brand awareness, ensure easy access to the line of service and position the brand for
stability and growth in the not-for-profit sector.
XI. Awareness and Promotion Plan
GTD Outreach shall employ an integrated awareness strategy to reach out to potential
donors. The goal of the awareness plan is to create anawareness platform that would
attract donors to contribute to the cause. The organisation shall maintain an intensive
awareness campaign that would ensure critical promotion of the organisation. GTD
Outreach would focus on gaining brand recognition and establishing mutual
relationships in the industry. Below is an overview of the awareness strategies and
objectives.
Awareness Objective


To develop a strong presence in the non-for-profit market.



Implement local awareness campaign via the use of flyers and word of mouth
advertising.



Build market trust through sponsorship of events that relate to not-for-profit
activities



Build image and awareness through consistency and distinctiveness in
awareness campaign.



To create brand recognition through the exploits of word of mouth awareness
and loyalty programs.



To help cut advertisement cost and use the most appropriate online channel
targeted towards attracting potential donors.



To align the brand with target’s expectations.
16
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To build loyalty through positive third-party experience.

The strategy is to grow the organisation by nurturing less privileged communities and
distinguishing the charityservices from immerging competitors, particularly through
viable operational strategy and solid organisational ethics. All criteria from service
development to community service are to be looked into thoroughly to ensure
continuous improvements. Professional alliances and collaborations with stakeholders
are to be adopted as strategy for penetration while training is conducted on a regular
basis to ensure that staff fully meet expectations.
Undoubtedly, agitation on the internet will be a powerful form of promotion mainly
because it is flexible enough to enable engagement with potential donors any time.
Another important determinant in utilizing the internet is the fact that potential donors
typically conduct preliminary searches on companies with the right experiences and
certification to proffer non-profit services. GTD Outreach would be on hand to establish
relationships with these communities online.
However, GTD Outreach shall develop a wholesome awareness campaign and invest
in awareness activities that establishes, expands and strengthens the organisation’s
brand for greater patronage. The management board shall employ relevant awareness
avenues with a focus to position the organisation for donation share control. The
organisationshall consider and utilise the following awareness channels and tactics.
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Promotions Plan
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A recent survey from Infusionsoft found the following awareness strategies to be the
most effective:
-

Word-of-mouth (62%)

-

Email awareness (34%)

-

Social media (23%)

-

Print ads (8%)

-

Pay-per-click ads (8%)

Online Initiatives
Social Media
A solid online presence represents an inexpensive promotional and informational
strategy. GTD Outreach shall operate social media platforms such as Twitter,
YouTube, Facebook, Instagram etc. The social media will be used as a key tool
towards promoting the brand while utilising the widespread prospects in the social
media to spread information about the organisation. It is expected that engaging the
social media would enhance the organisation’s brand exponentially through its easy to
use interface and referral mechanism. However, the goal of social awareness is to gain
followers. More followers mean more people will see GTD Outreach’s ads when
promotions are run on its social media pages. The organization shall use Pay per Click
(PPC) strategies to gain followers and likes and contract a full-time social media
organisation that can handle day to day advertising/awareness on platforms as
Facebook, Snapchat, Instagram, Pinterest and Google Ad Words in order to gain
media exposure.
Facebook: GTD Outreach shall post relevant contents on a daily basis on its Facebook
page including keeping followers updated on important information about the quality of
its services.
Twitter: GTD Outreach shall maximise the awareness potentials embedded on twitter.
The organisation will tweet relevant contents based on its awareness goals/strategy
and re-tweet follower’s tweets when (e.g. #GTD Outreach) is in use. The organisation
will support followers, steer conversations and create buzz in the space.
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LinkedIn: The cores of GTD Outreach’s target market are individuals and professionals
who most likely have an account on LinkedIn. The organisation expects that it could
achieve a professional engagement on LinkedIn. Thus, GTD Outreach shall join
research groups; discuss issues and approach experts for insightful and impactful
discussions.
Blog: Blogger outreach is hugely an effective strategy needed to obtain relevant
backlinks back to the organisation. Although, search engines are paying careful
attention to how backlinks are obtained, legitimate backlinks still earn a lot of search
engine love. Additionally, the organisation shall post its blog articles on a weekly basis
to inform potential consumers about the services’ quality and value.
Instagram: GTD Outreach will showcase its work and services through picture posting
on Instagram
Snapchat: Snapchat is the third most popular social media platform with over 100
million daily users. Thus, proves its viability as an effective platform for online
awareness campaign. GTD Outreach would promote its services on snapchat by
creating filters and content around what the brand does. The organisation may also
need to find popular Snapchatters within its niche that would genuinely be excited to
help promote the brand to the target market. An easy way to jump on board a content
awareness trend is to create Snapchat campaigns that are non-for-profit centered.
Website/Mailing Effort
The utilisation of online awareness and mail advertising would be fundamental to
promoting GTD Outreach’s services online. However, this is not only part of the
organisation’s core awareness channels but also one of the most effective and efficient
awareness tools available today. Online awareness generally provides a cost-effective,
easy to use way to reach potential donors. Therefore, the management team may need
to organise a mass mailing advert campaign, send direct mails to potential targets and
follow up accordingly. The organisation would have a mailing list and communicate
prices, distribution channels, testimonials through this method. GTD Outreach would
20
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also need to utilise online awareness campaigns on sites that relate to not-for-profit
services. These adverts would help to reach core donors and create one-click gateway
to redirect prospective donors towards the official website of GTD Outreach.
The organisation’s website is expected to serve current and potential communities
alike. The website will be branded for a one of a kind, exclusive feel. The website
address shall be printed on awareness materials such as pamphlets, posters, business
cards, flyers and handed out or distributed to potential targets during outdoor
awareness campaigns. Also, visitors to the website may input their email address to
sign up for the organisation’s newsletters. It would avail visitors the opportunity to be
alerted to new information and receive exclusive promotional incentives that may be
unavailable to non-subscribers.
Search Engine Optimization (SEO)/Search Engine Awareness (SEM)
Internet searches are by far the most common activity on the internet and therefore it is
crucial to appear among top results when donors search for keywords related to notfor-profit installation. The organisation will implement an aggressive search engine
optimisation strategy, whereby it will optimise contents using keywords that are
peculiar to its charity activities. By optimising the website’s content, will organically
aggregate higher on Google, Bing, and Yahoo search engines.
GTD Outreach will utilise Google Adwords donated monthly by google to target its
donors. This will include pay-per-click campaigns that target high search volume terms
so as to drive traffic to the organisation’s website. The ongoing protective work will
include:
 Redirects
 URL mapping
 Navigation
 Canonical URL Tags
Offline Initiatives
Word-of-Mouth
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Being an organisation with great prospects in the not-for-profit sector, it is expected
that GTD Outreach’s further penetration in the industry would be aided via awareness
strategies that have the capability to wholesomely inform prospective donors of the
matrix of value in the brand. More so, the management team’s exposure to a larger
social, business and industrial network would help to create further awareness about
the availability of the servicesusing the most effective awareness tools.
In the attempt to carve a niche and portray GTD Outreach as a valuable organisation
with network of value in the market; word of mouth awareness may be the most
effective awareness tools to be explored. Word of mouth approach would help to
spread the information about the quality of the services with absolute confidence. The
organisationshall invest in inter-personal relationships, efforts as warmth greetings and
open-ended question about how to serve communities better shall top its strategies in
maximising word-of-mouth advantage.
Referral Awareness
Positive testimonials and reviews are one of the strongest forms of advertising and can
be a key decision point for potential donors considering placing demands on GTD
Outreach’s services. Target communities are extremely inclined to discuss their
experiences with friends, families and colleagues; thus, resulting in donor base
expansion and global fundraising opportunities. Therefore, a referral program shall be
developed to mobilise and maximise target market’s interest.
Events
Special events would provide one-on-one interactions between the personnel of GTD
Outreach and participants. The organisation shall pronounce its brand through its
awareness programs and also endeavor to participate in expo events in the operating
environment. The management may offer to give speeches at events to create further
awareness about the organisation’scharitable activities and affirm the circulated word
of mouth advantage in favor of the brand.
Tele-awareness Efforts
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Tele-awareness is an important alternation in the awareness communications mix that
provides two-way personal communication between GTD Outreach and potential
donors. It is a system that combines telecommunication technology (voice, data and
network) with an effective management system for a planned and controlled
awareness outcome. Within the framework of the organisation’sawareness goals, teleawareness will become a focal point for initial contact to prospects, discussion with
current donors, lead response to direct mail and additional uses.
The tele-awareness effort will remain in effect for the entire awareness period, for it has
proven to be one of the most cost-effective means of reaching prospects. Each
prospect will be classified as to the level of interest demonstrated and future follow-ups
are actualised through this channel.
Print Advertising
GTD Outreach would consider utilizing traditional awareness techniques that work best
with its organisation’s model. There will be a focus on utilizing awareness techniques
such as real-world advertising including distribution of promotional materials in
strategic locations. All printed materials would have the URL of the organisation’s
website prominently displayed. This will be especially useful because it allows potential
donors access to the charityservices anytime, via the internet. The management of
GTD Outreach may also develop relationship with directories, run print ads in local
area newspapers and engage in the distribution of a sizable amount of print (flyers,
poster, circulars and business cards) in local communities and social environments.
Internal Development Team
GTD Outreach would hire competent staff to see to the needs of communities. These
staff are to be differently tasked. They are to assist in relationship management,
information generation and to serve in other ways. This will give room for hiring the
best employees and having an in-built motivational factor that will keep them working
hard and happily.
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Networking
The organisation shall leverage on the management team’s networks in the market to
generate leads and connect with service opportunities that could increase the
organisation’s base, annual turnover and growth in the industry.
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Lead Generation
Leads for GTD Outreach will be generated through the following means:


Donor referrals.



Online advertising and pay-per-click advertising on Google AdWords.



Print advertising in monthly newsletter, not-for-profit magazines.



Holistic awareness techniques in summary include the following:
Method
Text

Detail
message

and



email

Social media

Bi- monthly newsletters and seasonal promotions via
constant contact



Text communications



Website, Facebook, Instagram, twitter, you tube



Squeeze pages, enter to win auctions, banner ads,
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Search engine: yelp, manta, YP, foursquare, google,
Angie’s list, BBB



Social media management & administration, creative
awareness

Street team awareness



Member and community engagement



Design a successful door knocker program Flyers and
Handouts in community, Hand held signs and banners



Donation boxes placed in local business

Internal awareness



Daily & weekly promotion boards

Print Media



Professionally written Press release's



Donation boxes



Door hanger



Flyers and packets



Business passes

Corporate
Business

and
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SWOT Analysis
There are opportunities that need to be highlighted as well as risk that comes with the
running an organisation. The SWOT analysis below helps us to highlight the risk and
opportunities and consider the best options available to us in managing them for
maximum operational performance and continued existence.

Strengths


Weaknesses
purpose,



Lack of money

motivation, focus and sense of



Challenge of identifying willing

Clear

vision,

direction


Founder

corporate and major partners
personal

and

professional experience offers

and sponsors


Challenge

of

securing

the
27
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him better understanding and

services of adequate staff and

how to address problems

volunteers for smooth running

Deductible

of charity due to financial

Gift

Recipient

limitation

Endorsement (DGR)


Trustee members skills and
ability in a range of areas



Committed In-country partners
in Nigeria capable of delivery
projects whenever project fund
is available

Opportunities


Threats

Opportunity to help increase



Insufficient funding challenges as

survival of children by giving

corporate organisation cut down

them access to clean drinking

on charitable giving


water




Lack of adequate time on the

Opportunity for large increase

hands of trustees and members

in client-base

to ‘run’ with the cause

Opportunity

for

partnership

and charity expansion



Continued
government
organisations

changes

in

policies

affecting

and

individual

giving towards charitable causes
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Risk Management
The management of GTD Outreach understands the challenges relating to the
collections of risks connected to offeringcharitable services in the not-for-profit sector. It
is evidenced that the activities and processes associated with this kind of organisation
have clear intention of applying systematic risk management techniques. Personnel
working with the organisation would need to pay positive attention to all aspects of the
day-to-day activities and be fully cognisant with the known risks. The largest single risk
is the potentiality in the immergence of new and direct competitors in the operating
market. It is believed that this is a crucial reason for GTD Outreach to continually
improve on the quality of services and relationship with communities so that the
organisation could be equipped for recognition even as competition increases within
the niche.
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To provide a starting point for the development of GTD Outreach’s risk assessment
methodology; the following preliminary risk matrix outlines typical risks associated with
organisations in the not-for-profit industry.
Risk Factors
Risk #1 - Distinguishing GTD Outreach’s brand in the not-for-profit industry
Mitigation Strategy:


Plan and execute operational/awareness strategies professionally.



Continually improve on service and build relationship with core targets in the
market.



Communicate services’ value and form mutually beneficial alliances with
stakeholders in the industry.



Develop strong online and on-site affiliations.



Maximise viral awareness activities.

Risk #2 - Retaining a Loyal Fundraising Base
Retention of existing donors is always easier than finding new ones.
Mitigation Strategy:


Exceed expectations and deal with issues professionally.



Reach out and create market awareness that influences increased patronage.



Review strategies based on feedbacks from current and prospective.



Strengthen GTD Outreach’s brand through content awareness (e.g. through
blog)

Risk #3 - Low Barriers to Entry
Competitors could enter the market.
Mitigation Strategy:


Develop a brand relationship that will inspire loyalty.



Hire competent and experienced professionals.



Build a community of loyal donor base.



Be thorough and professional.



Develop a structured feedback mechanism.
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GTD Outreach is seeking individual donors, cooperate sponsors and government
grants. The trustee shall implement fundraising strategy that will help GTD Outreach
generate income, fund capital expenditures, drive operational strategy and achieve its
charitable objectives.
DONOR GROUPS
Individual Corporate

One-off

Lifelong

Funding/Grant

Donors

Donors

Partners

Bodies Private Grant

Donors

Government

Foundation
To effectively access each of the categories of donors above and maximize returns,
the strategy process below must be employed:
31
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Fundraising Activities
Current Fundraising Activities
1) Donation box fundraising campaign: currently, GTD Outreach (FA) is running
a joint donation box fundraising campaign with Essential Need Limited(EN).
More than 500 EN/FA boxes have been placed across the whole of Sydney.
Each donation box on average raise approximately $30 per month.
Benefit.


Regular and on-going income



Enables FA to create partnership with businesses



Helps FA to spread its message and promote the awareness of its cause.

Challenges


Cost of fundraising. FA does not have the capital needed to reach its
campaign target. It cost $100 to install one donation box

Upcoming Fundraising activities
1) Charge Trustee and membership fees
2) Work Place giving: GTD Outreach has partnered with good2give, which is a
workplace giving platform. This platform will provide staff of for-profit
organisation the opportunity to make a pre-tax donation to GTD Outreach
directly from their pay. This reduces employees’s taxable income immediately to
ensure the financial benefits of giving are felt with their next pay.
3) Sign up to fundraising organisations who offer fund raising services to charities
at a commission, where necessary.
4) Send out donor request letters to targeted corporate organisations to sign up as
partners or to sponsor individual projects
5) Bidding and sending applications to single or multi partner funding schemes
6) Participate in pledge giving causes such as World Water Day for donation from
the public
7) Face to face fundraising through agency or in-house campaign.
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8) Sponsorship walk organised by GTD Outreach or participate in other such
events.
9) Support network will be encouraged to donate items to the charity, which will in
turn auction them online or through an auctioning event

XII.

Projects & Activities

GTD Outreach’s activities can be separated into two sections:
1. Annually Occurring Activities: Core Activities
2. Independent Activities: Project Activities

Core Activities
There are annually occurring activities that usually take place at the same time each
year. Core activities currency include reviewing the organisational strategy, submitting
accounts and reports for trustee board consideration and any external authorities such
as the ACNC. Any project activity occurring for the first time, such as the publication of
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a journal, will be classed as an in dependent project. If that project is then reoccurring
at regular or annual intervals, it may later be classified as a core activity.

Independent Projects
In addition to the continual process of delivering GTD Outreach’s core activities, the
organisation may occasionally explore or establish additional projects in order to further
its charitable interest. Independent projects are time-allotted activities that may be
reliant on securing supplementary funding.
Project 1
GTD Outreach aims to build its first bore hole in the Ora-igbomina community, Osun
state. Nigeria. The construction of the borehole will help deliver 10,000 litres of clean
drinking water for 500 people on a daily basis.
The construction of this borehole, we believe, will not only provide clean drinking water
to children but will also contribute significantly to their quality of life. Many children in
the region miss out on education because they are sick from drinking dirty water and
can’t go to school. Also, girls miss out of school because they walk an average of 8km
every day to fetch water. It takes so long to collect the water that they often do not
have time for anything else in the day. GTD Outreach aim to put an end to this
suffering through its borehole project.
Project Budget
It is estimated that $10,000usd is needed to complete the first borehole project. 10
GTD Outreach’s boreholes are needed to end the water crisis in the Ora-Igbomina
community. This imply that GTD Outreach needs to raise minimum of $100,000 for the
Ora-igbomina project to achieve its charitable objective in the region.
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Financial Plan
GTD Outreach aim to initiate a 100% model strategy, which implies that 100% of all
money donated to GTD Outreach will be used for its projects. Essential Need Limited,
who is one of GTD Outreach’s funding partners will cover all GTD Outreach
Administration cost.
The below Financial Plan is an estimate of what GTD Outreach’s Financial activity will
look like until the 100% model strategy comes to play.

Funding Forecast
2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

$180,000
$70,000
$250,000

$234,000
$91,000
$325,000

$304,200
$118,300
$422,500

$395,460
$153,790
$549,250

$514,098
$199,927
$714,025

2018
$30,000

2019
$39,000

2020
$50,700

2021
$65,910

2022
$85,683

Funding
Fundraisers
Donations
Total Funding
Direct Cost of Funding
Other Cost of Funding
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Subtotal Cost of Funding

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$30,000

$39,000

$50,700

$65,910

$85,683
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Surplus and Deficit
2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Funding
Direct Cost
Other Costs of Funding
Total Direct Cost

$250,000
$30,000
$0
$30,000

$325,000
$39,000
$0
$39,000

$422,500
$50,700
$0
$50,700

$549,250
$65,910
$0
$65,910

$714,025
$85,683
$0
$85,683

Gross Surplus
Gross Surplus %

$220,000
88.00%

$286,000
88.00%

$371,800
88.00%

$483,340
88.00%

$628,342
88.00%

Payroll
GTD Outreach’s borehole
(Costs)
Depreciation
Administration
Rent
Advertising
Accounting and audit fees
Employee benefits
expenses
Legal Fees
Travel and
accommodation expenses
Other program expenses
Depreciation expenses
Bank fees and charges
Insurance expenses

$130,000
$60,000

$0
$70,000

$0
$80,000

$0
$120,000

$0
$180,000

$0
$10,000
$10,000
$1,000
$2,000
$5,000

$0
$10,500
$10,000
$1,050
$2,100
$5,250

$0
$11,025
$10,000
$1,103
$2,205
$5,513

$0
$11,576
$10,000
$1,158
$2,315
$5,788

$0
$12,155
$10,000
$1,216
$2,431
$6,078

$300
$5,000

$315
$5,250

$331
$5,513

$347
$5,788

$365
$6,078

$5,000
$1,000
$2,000
$2,000

$5,250
$1,050
$2,100
$2,100

$5,513
$1,103
$2,205
$2,205

$5,788
$1,158
$2,315
$2,315

$6,078
$1,216
$2,431
$2,431

Total Operating Expenses

$233,300

$114,965

$126,713

$168,549

$230,476

Surplus Before Interest
and Taxes
EBITDA
Interest Expense
Taxes Incurred

($13,300)

$171,035

$245,087

$314,791

$397,866

($13,300)
$0
$0

$171,035
$0
$0

$245,087
$0
$0

$314,791
$0
$0

$397,866
$0
$0

Net Surplus
Net Surplus/Funding

($13,300)
-5.32%

$171,035
52.63%

$245,087
58.01%

$314,791
57.31%

$397,866
55.72%

Expenses
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Pro Forma Cash Flow
2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

$250,000
$250,000

$325,000
$325,000

$422,500
$422,500

$549,250
$549,250

$714,025
$714,025

$10,000
$260,000

$0
$325,000

$0
$422,500

$0
$549,250

$0
$714,025

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

$130,000
$120,229
$250,229

$0
$158,465
$158,465

$0
$176,791
$176,791

$0
$231,387
$231,387

$0
$311,546
$311,546

$250,229

$158,465

$176,791

$231,387

$311,546

$9,771
$9,771

$166,535
$176,306

$245,709
$422,015

$317,863
$739,879

$402,479
$1,142,358

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

$9,771
$2,500
$10,000
$22,271

$176,306
$4,225
$10,000
$190,531

$422,015
$5,493
$10,000
$437,508

$739,879
$7,140
$10,000
$757,019

$1,142,358
$9,282
$10,000
$1,161,640

$0
$0
$0
$22,271

$0
$0
$0
$190,531

$0
$0
$0
$437,508

$0
$0
$0
$757,019

$0
$0
$0
$1,161,640

Cash Received
Cash from Operations
Cash Funding
Subtotal Cash from
Operations
Additional Cash Received
New Investment Received
Subtotal Cash Received
Expenditures
Expenditures from
Operations
Cash Spending
Bill Payments
Subtotal Spent on
Operations
Additional Cash Spent
Subtotal Cash Spent
Net Cash Flow
Cash Balance

Pro Forma Balance Sheet
Assets
Current Assets
Cash
Inventory
Other Current Assets
Total Current Assets
Long-term Assets
Long-term Assets
Accumulated Depreciation
Total Long-term Assets
Total Assets
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Liabilities and Capital

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Accounts Payable
Current Borrowing
Other Current Liabilities
Subtotal Current
Liabilities

$15,571
$0
$0
$15,571

$12,796
$0
$0
$12,796

$14,686
$0
$0
$14,686

$19,406
$0
$0
$19,406

$26,162
$0
$0
$26,162

Long-term Liabilities
Total Liabilities

$0
$15,571

$0
$12,796

$0
$14,686

$0
$19,406

$0
$26,162

Paid-in Capital
Accumulated
Surplus/Deficit
Surplus/Deficit
Total Capital
Total Liabilities and
Capital

$20,000
$0

$20,000
($13,300)

$20,000
$157,735

$20,000
$402,822

$20,000
$717,613

($13,300)
$6,700
$22,271

$171,035
$177,735
$190,531

$245,087
$422,822
$437,508

$314,791
$737,613
$757,019

$397,866
$1,135,478
$1,161,640

$6,700

$177,735

$422,822

$737,613

$1,135,478

Current Liabilities

Net Worth

Ratio Analysis
2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

n.a.

30.00%

30.00%

30.00%

30.00%

Industry
Profile
0.00%

Percent of Total
Assets
Inventory
Other Current Assets
Total Current Assets
Long-term Assets
Total Assets

110.06%
0.00%
100.00%
0.00%
100.00%

2.48%
0.00%
100.00%
0.00%
100.00%

1.32%
0.00%
100.00%
0.00%
100.00%

0.97%
0.00%
100.00%
0.00%
100.00%

0.81%
0.00%
100.00%
0.00%
100.00%

0.00%
100.00%
100.00%
0.00%
100.00%

Current Liabilities
Long-term Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Net Worth

685.54%
0.00%
685.54%
-585.54%

7.50%
0.00%
7.50%
92.50%

3.52%
0.00%
3.52%
96.48%

2.63%
0.00%
2.63%
97.37%

2.29%
0.00%
2.29%
97.71%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
100.00%

100.00%
88.00%
93.32%

100.00%
88.00%
35.37%

100.00%
88.00%
29.99%

100.00%
88.00%
30.69%

100.00%
88.00%
32.28%

100.00%
0.00%
0.00%

Funding Growth

Percent of Funding
Funding
Gross Surplus
Selling, General &
Administrative
Expenses
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Advertising Expenses
Surplus Before Interest
and Taxes

24.00%
-5.32%

21.54%
52.63%

18.93%
58.01%

21.85%
57.31%

25.21%
55.72%

0.00%
0.00%

0.15
-0.01
685.54%

13.33
13.00
7.50%

28.43
28.05
3.52%

37.98
37.61
2.63%

43.64
43.28
2.29%

0.00
0.00
0.00%

100.00%

108.43%

60.84%

43.87%

35.67%

0.00%

-585.54%

100.30%

58.70%

42.71%

34.85%

0.00%

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

-5.32%
0.00%

52.63%
108.43%

58.01%
60.84%

57.31%
43.87%

55.72%
35.67%

n.a
n.a

12.00
8.72

11.60
12.17

10.43
12.17

10.43
12.17

10.43
12.17

n.a
n.a

27
110.06

33
1.91

28
1.01

26
0.75

26
0.63

n.a
n.a

0.00
1.00

0.08
1.00

0.04
1.00

0.03
1.00

0.02
1.00

n.a
n.a

($13,300)
0.00

$157,735
0.00

$402,822
0.00

$717,613
0.00

$1,115,478
0.00

n.a
n.a

0.01
686%

0.52
8%

0.99
4%

1.34
3%

1.60
2%

n.a
n.a

-0.01
0.00
0.00

13.00
2.06
0.00

28.05
1.05
0.00

37.61
0.77
0.00

43.28
0.64
0.00

n.a
n.a
n.a

Main Ratios
Current
Quick
Total Debt to Total
Assets
Pre-tax Return on Net
Worth
Pre-tax Return on
Assets
Additional Ratios
Net Surplus Margin
Return on Equity
Activity Ratios
Inventory Turnover
Accounts Payable
Turnover
Payment Days
Total Asset Turnover
Debt Ratios
Debt to Net Worth
Current Liab. to Liab.
Liquidity Ratios
Net Working Capital
Interest Coverage
Additional Ratios
Assets to Funding
Current Debt/Total
Assets
Acid Test
Funding/Net Worth
Dividend Payout
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To empower and provide relief aid for
people living in extreme poverty in the
West Africa region through the provision
of clean drinking water
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